
Question Asked Answer Given
Appart from the grants or personal bursaries, has The Netherlands "agreements" with 
Colombian organizations to fund PhD students?

Yes, we have an agreement with Minciencias that you can obtain a scholarship when you 
have a letter of admittance from a Dutch Research University

Arnold Tukker: I see that most of my PhDs that have partners, manage to get a job. Spouse 
programs for PhD students are rare though. 

Sharing

Arnold Tukker: you need to have your MSc degree before you can enroll in a PhD program. 
But if you are sure of your rough MSc graduation date, say August 2020, it is ok to apply 
now already.

Sharing

But do this ¨agreements¨ consist colfuturo and icetex of? No we only have a specific agreement with minciencias, but i am sure Colfoturo and Icetex 
will be helping when you have a letter of admittance from a Dutch university.

Can you make a living for you and a family (ME, my wife and my little one year old son) by 
the money yoy get paid by the PhD as a job?

Sure.,Dear Jorge, Phd as a paid job id paid overall to 3500 euro a month. That is enough for 
living on average. For buying a house for instance, your partner also have to have a job

Can you take classes in the university? That is not common. You will need all your time for the PhD

Do I have to look for a tutor and then for a scholarship? Or at the same time both? Normally in The Netherlands you will find a tutor and can then apply for a scholarship

For any questions, Colombians, Mexicans and any other Latinamerican people can contact 
Nuffic Neso: info@nesomexico.org or WhatsApp +52 55 1074 1410

Shared

Good day, thank you very much for your presentation. I have one question: ¿Is there a limit 
of age to do a PhD in the Netherlands or to apply for a grant?

The age limit for grants depends on the grant... There is no age limit for aplying for a paid 
PhD job,Applying for a PhD job opening on AcademicTransfer has no age limit. Age limits 
can be set by scholarship providers. It depends.

Good morning. I can to have the presentation? Hi Diana, yes, the downloadable link will be presented afterwards in the FAQ.

Hello, If we apply for a job/ PHD position, should we prove we have the personal resources 
or money to live in the country?

See factcards.nl

Hello, Natalia Roman here, my mic appears not to be working.  I work at the NL embassy in 
Bogota. Please feel free to contact me at bog-pcz@minbuza.nl 

Sharing

Hello. Will you be sharing the presentation after it's over? Yes! Sure!

Hi, I have 2 questions. I joined a bit later so I missed most of the presentation, sorry about 
this, do you think that you can share the PPT?

We will share both the Powerpoint and the full webinar on video

How are you going to share de PPT? By Email or here? It will be send to you by email later

How you apply to PhD opportunities as a job in the field of social science- Public policy? Visit academictransfer.com, do a search on your field, apply for the jobs... ;-)

I am finishing my master's degree, can I apply for a phd or should I already have a diploma? Hi Hernan, when you started in your Phd job, you do need a Msc degree

I am from Colombia, I live in Brazil so I am studying a master's degree. Can I apply with you 
for a PhD scholarship that is not with Colfuturo or Colciencias?

Yes sure.

I have a masters in Health and Clinical Psychology, the program was based on clinical 
training and had no thesis as requirement for graduation, is this kind of program considered 
a posgraduate/master program in the Netherlands?

It is probably the professor who has to decide if it is sufficient to start a PhD. Nuffic 
organization in the Netherlands does also diploma evaluation from abroad, you can contact 
them.

I studied 3 month in Rotterdam, manager ports operations... You are a beatuiful 
society...congratulations...you are example for the humanity

Thank you :) (almost) all countries are beautiful in their own ways :)

I'm currently enrolled in a Master's program, I might finish it this year. Should I wait to get the 
degree to start applying or is it ok to start applying now?

Hi David, yes, that is the best option

I'm currently finishing a PhD in a Colombian university in humanities, is it likely for me to 
obtain funding in order to complete another PhD or should i look for postdoc opportunities? 

Depends on your scholarship provider. Some won't give a PhD scholarship twice. You can 
always apply for a postdoc on AcademicTransfer

I´m going to do a PhD in Ocober, and my wife will go with me, she is a dentist but is 
interested in doing a specialty in Othodontics, but we have not found information from that 
area in any webpage of Netherlands. So I have two questions.

Hi Roberto, there are several universities in The Netherlands offering Orthodontics, namely 
University of Groningen, Radboud university, University of Amsterdam, for instance acta.nl

Is it easier to apply to a PhD opportunity where there is already a project in progress and 
you have to adjust to it, rather than looking for your own financing and a supervisor to work 
on a project that interests you?

Applying for a paid phd position is in competition with all masters worldwide. So, i do not 
know if that is 'easier'... ;-)

Is it mandatory to have the IELTS certificate? Normally TOEFL or IELTS are asked, the height depends on the professor or faculty

Is it possible to be with my wife during the study time Hi Juan,Hi Juan Carlos, yes there are partner programmes, which includes help to find a job 
for partners,Sure. About 1300 euro a month should be sufficient to stay live with your family 
in The Netherlands

Is posible to get the video of this webinar? Yes Efrain, the webinar is recorded, afterwards you get a link

is possible  to be with mu family, husband and sun during the estudy? yes, see factcards.nl

Let me also include my email address - of Arnold Tukker of Leiden University: 
tukker@cml.leidenuniv.nl

Sharing

Many thanks for this webinar, I really appreciate. :)

Please , you can also mention about the NAAC (Netherlands Alumni Association of 
colombia) and share our contact 

Sharing

please, can you gave us the email of the last lady that told about the convocatoria, Maria I 
guess, please

mfguerrero@minciencias.gov.co

Since a PhD in the Netherlands is a full-time job, are professors open to work on projects 
different from the ones related to their received grants?

depends always on the professor ;-)

We usually want to develop the proposal WITH the student. !

What is the cost of living in Netherlands? Lowest is about 1000 euro a month, comfortable is about 1300, a paid phd can have as 
much as 1800 euro a month; all after taxes.

where is the factcards? www.factcards.nl website

which is the difference of PhD and PhD Eng? PdEng is specific 2 years "industry" position, only at very limited faculties and universities. 
Most famous is TUE (Eindhoven University)
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